Pictures for the activity

Life Around Us
GRADE K
Pictures for the activities

Shelter Me
GRADE K

Climate Quest
GRADE 3
African penguin
Pictures for the activities

Look-alikes
GRADE 1

Here’s Looking at You
GRADE 4
Pictures for the activity

Where Do I Belong?
GRADE 1

For pictures of the penguin, hamadryas baboon, and crocodile, go to the Shelter Me Grade K activity.
The picture of the West African dwarf crocodile is under the *Shelter Me* Grade K activity.
Pictures for the activity

Gotta Move
GRADE 3

For pictures of a penguin, a hamadryas baboon, and a lemur, go to the Shelter Me Grade K activity above.
For the bateleur eagle picture, go to the Where Do I Belong? Grade 1 activity above.